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Instructions:-

1) Solve any two questions
2) All question carry equal marks

Q1 Question: Credit 
Point

A   Read the passage and answer the question.  
There are three main groups of oils -animal, vegetable and mineral. 
Great quantities of animal oil come from whales,  creatures of the sea, 
which are the largest of the animals remaining in the world. To protect 
the whales from the cold of the Artic seas, nature has provided them 
with a thick covering of fat, called blubber. When the whale is killed, 
the blubber is strip ped off and boiled down. It produces a great 
quantity of oil which can be made into food for human consumption. 
A few other creatures yield oil, but none so much as the whale. The 
livers of the cod and halibut, two kinds of fish, yield nourishing oil. 
Both cod liver oil and halibut oil are given to sick children and other 
invalids who need certain vitamins.
Vegetable oil has been known from very old times. No household can 
get on without it, for it is used in cooking. Perfumes may be made 
from the oils of certain flowers. Soaps are made from eatable and 
animal products and the oils of certain flowers.

Q.1. The main source of animal oil, is –
(A) fish (B) whale (C) seaweeds (D) plants

Q.2. Vegetable oil is mainly used for –
(A) eating (B) cooking (C) frying (D) lubricating

Q.3. The…….of fish yields nourishing oil.
(A) liver (B) stomach (C) eyes (D) head

Q.4. The thick protective covering of fat on a whale is called a –

(A) skin (B) cell (C) blubber (D) fins

4M

B Justify the communication is a cyclic process? 3M

C State the importance of a formal reports. 3M
Q2

A   Use of not only ---------- but also in following sentences 4M



a

b

He’s funny, he’s intelligent.

Shirish is going to Egypt for a month; he’s going to Greece for a 
couple of weeks. 

B Explain the various barriers in the process of 
communication?

3M

C What are the contains of the formal reports? 3M

Q3

A Do as directed:

a) We won a basketball match at Ngpur (Change the voice)

b) Qutab Minar is the tallest  minaret in India. (change into 
comparative degree)

4M

B Explain an any organization chart: 3M

C What is the important points of the evaluation of proposal. 3M

Q4

A 1 Write a synonyms of

1) Hardworking………………. Intelligent …………………. 

2) Honest ……………………- Bossy ………………………

2 Write a antonyms of 

Entrance …………………….. Exterior……………………..

Pass ………………………… push ………………………..

2M

2M

B Explain any two 

a) Semantic b) Psycho-physical, c) Attitudinal

3M

C Write a proposal for organizing a ‘Technical paper contest’ 
in your college?

3M


